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Our Branding

Havering Volunteer Centre’s Purpose
Havering Volunteer Centre is a small, local independent charity formalised in October 2015 who have
the responsibility to the Havering community to deliver relevant services that are needed, appropriate
and sustainable.
We do this by engaging and supporting other local Volunteer Involving Organisations (VIO’s) to
support them with the recruitment and retention of volunteers.
Our main focus is the community and how to support them to develop, enhance and experience new
life journeys by offering them a bespoke, person focused service.

Mission
Our goal is to promote volunteering opportunities that have a positive impact on volunteers,
charities and the community and we firmly believe that volunteering enriches lives, enhances local
services and increases cohesion in the community.

Core Values
Strategic Development of Volunteering
 Through the activity of Havering Volunteer
Centre’s partnership and engagement with
local networks and decision makers to
create a positive environment in which
volunteering can flourish within the
borough.
Developing Volunteering Opportunities
 For Havering Volunteer Centre in
partnership with local organisations to
develop activity to increase and improve
the quantity, quality and diversity of
volunteering locally by understanding local
need and identifying any gaps in respect
of groups that are under-represented in
the borough.

Good Practice Development
 The aim of Havering Volunteer Centres
aim to improve or attain positive
consistency across all sectors who
involve or provide volunteers in their
volunteering programmes. Havering
Volunteer Centre will ensure that the
value of Volunteer Management is
understood and work to improve the way
organisations manage volunteers and
volunteering programmes.

Voice of Volunteering
 Through its activities Havering Volunteer
Centre increase the awareness of the
issues impacting on volunteering by
breaking down perceived barriers
between the individual wishing to
Brokerage
volunteer and the organisations involving
 Havering Volunteer Centre strives to better
volunteers.
inform the general public and all sectors
about having access to an effective and
efficient brokerage service by tailoring our
service to reach targeted audiences,
making it easily accessible for all.
“Volunteers don’t get paid, not because they’re worthless, but because they’re
priceless.” – Sherry Anderson
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Meet the Trustees

Chair

Vice Chair

Treasurer

Secretary

Trustee

Trustee

Simon
Mackenzie

Jan Scott

Simon Power

Debra Branch

Linda Van den
Hende

Pat Bromhall

Vice Chair: Sept
2016 – Present

Treasurer: Feb
2016 – Present

Secretary: Jan
2018 – Present

Chair: Sept 2016
- Present
Vice Chair: Oct
2015 – Sept
2016

Trustee: Sept
2016 – Present

Trustee: Sept
2016 - Present

Trustee: October
2015 – Sept
2016

The trustees endeavour to meet once a month and are a very dedicated board to Havering
Volunteer Centre.

Havering Volunteer Centre Staff

Chief Executive Officer
Shelley Hart
Shelley is the CEO and founder of Havering Volunteer
Centre

Business & Community Development Manager

Rebecca Mazrreku
Rebecca joined the team as a part-time paid member of
staff in June 2017

Shelley and Rebecca oversee the operational, business and strategic day to day development of
Havering Volunteer Centre, ensuring that the HVC’s core values are being met.
“Remember that the happiest people are not those getting more, but those giving
more.” ― H. Jackson Brown Jr
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2017 - 2018 Volunteer Team
Rebecca

John

Mary
(Retired*)

Rachel

Gary
(Employment**)

Darren

Development
Manager

Technical
Support

Volunteer
Pathway
Advisor

Volunteer Pathway
Advisor

Volunteer Pathway
Advisor

Volunteer
Pathway
Advisor

1,560 Volunteering
Hours

60
Volunteering
Hours

416 Volunteering
Hours

128 Volunteering
Hours

Christine
(Employment**)

Jo

Warren

Alan
(Employment**)

Lauren
(Study****)

Lucy

Volunteer Pathway
Advisor

Volunteer
Pathway
Advisor &
Reception
Volunteer

Reception
Volunteer

Reception
Volunteer

Reception
Volunteer

Reception
Volunteer

208
Volunteering
Hours

128 Volunteering
Hours

256 Volunteering
Hours

128
Volunteering
Hours

28 Volunteering
Hours

256
Volunteering
Hours

100
Volunteering
Hours

416
Volunteering
Hours

Lina
(Study****)

Daniel

Julie

Jessila

Katie
(Employment**)

Cam

Reception Volunteer

Admin Support
Volunteer

Admin Support
Volunteer

Admin Support
Volunteer

Admin Support
Volunteer

Admin Support
Volunteer

416
Volunteering
Hours

312
Volunteering
Hours

416 Volunteering
Hours

360 Volunteering
Hours

10
Volunteering
Hours

Sherron
(Employment***)

Alfie

Veda

Charles

Volunteer
Bookkeeper

Media Support
Volunteer

Cleaning
Support
Volunteer

Cleaning Support
Volunteer

208 Volunteering
Hours

208
Volunteering
Hours

64 Volunteering
Hours

260
Volunteering
Hours

260 Volunteering
Hours

The volunteers at Havering Volunteer Centre have dedicated an amazing 6,198 volunteering
hours, this has saved HVC £80,574.
*Retired Abroad **External Employment

*** External Employment & HVC Volunteer

****External Long-term Study

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” —
Mahatma Gandhi
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Chief Executive Officer Introduction
The power of volunteering never fails to amaze me, how life changing volunteering can be and
how vital volunteers are to services gives me a sense of joy that there are so many people getting
involved.

During 2017/18 our brokers met with 595
individuals on a one to one basis of
these, 302 individuals have been placed
into volunteering roles.

Although we have seen a notable change in volunteering trends across the UK volunteering has
remained stable but it has been documented there has been a change to the way people volunteer
and the way organisations involve them.
Here in Havering we are seeing more organisations relying on volunteer support to assist with core
services and an increase of younger members of the community wanting to volunteer and become
involved.
Volunteering and the want to do something is entrenched in our community, we see this on a daily
basis from people who have diverse backgrounds with very individual reasons to volunteer.
The benefits of volunteering are threefold :




The benefits to the community and those living locally
Volunteering is having a huge impact on improving health and wellbeing
Local charities, organisations and groups benefit greatly from voluntary support

The true power of volunteering has really come to light after the tragedy of Grenfell Tower.
Voluntary services and the community being called upon to pool resources and assist multifaceted
needs, this bringing great community cohesion. Thus demonstrating what voluntary services are all
about – serving the community!
Seeing and hearing about all the wonderful volunteering stories, journeys and outcomes from
volunteers and organisations we work with in Havering is our way of showing the importance of
volunteering.
In the past year, we have turned our attention to barriers or perceived barriers to volunteering and
there are a lot. You have the barriers that volunteers put in place, time, money, family
commitments and the barriers that the organisations put in place, commitment, DBS checks,
mental Health and support needs.
“The smallest act of kindness is worth more than the grandest intention.” – Oscar
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We have carried out workshops, held DBS training and invited a guest speaker from charity Unlock
for people with convictions to help break down some of these barriers. Supporting this, we also
work with the volunteers that we meet and try to eliminate barriers, working with what they can do
rather than focusing on what they can’t! By continuing this work we are able to get more people
into volunteering and more organisations engaging volunteers.
A Big Highlight for HVC
One of the highlights for Havering Volunteer Centre has been our involvement as one of the Mayor
of Havering Cllr Linda Van Den Hende’s chosen charity for 2017-18. The year has been incredible
and has taken us on new and developing journeys across Havering as well as meeting
neighbouring Mayors. We have formed a new friendship with Upminster Rotary Club who regularly
pop in to catch up with how we are doing.
Not only did we meet lots of new people and visit some very exciting places, we also gained an
incredible amount of knowledge that we can take forward which will undoubtedly help us with many
future ventures.
Plus we got to see the Mayor on top of a plane – not many people can say that!
Thank you Linda it really was quite an amazing journey, in more ways than one!
Volunteer Centre Achievements
Since opening our doors in 2016 we have seen a steady interest in volunteering to date with 2550
individuals having registered an interest in volunteering.
Youth Engagement

Admin

Retail

Since 2016 Havering
Volunteer Centre has
registered 525
volunteering
opportunities, in many
fields such as:

Catering

525
Opportunities

Fundraising

Teaching & Leading

Advocacy

Befriending

Event Support

For HVC’s service to be affective we have to understand each organisation we partner, getting to
know what they need, the services they deliver and their volunteering needs.
This mirrors the meeting with each individual on a one to one basis. We need to understand each
persons, likes, skills and interests, what brings them to volunteer and what they are hoping to gain.
“It’s easy to make a buck. It’s a lot tougher to make a difference. ” – Tom Brokaw
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Understanding both of these elements helps us best match volunteers to organisations, creating
the perfect volunteering match that is exactly what the organisation and the volunteer are
searching for.
To date the HVC have made over 3000 volunteer referrals creating just under 2000 volunteering
placements including both short and long-term volunteering roles in the community.

As a direct result of volunteering 210
individuals that Havering Volunteer
Centre have supported went on to
secure paid employment.

Not bad for a team of 1.5 staff and 22 volunteers!
Team London 2017
October 2017 saw one of our dedicated volunteers Mary, retire from volunteering and return home
to her beloved Ireland. This came as a huge loss to HVC and every member of the team was
touched by Mary’s influence. Mary truly left a big hole behind.
Although, Mary being Mary, she could never leave us with such sad emotions. Mary left not only
with a smile on her face but a huge smile on ours too, as she won the coveted Team London 2017
Volunteer of the Year award for Outstanding Achievement to a Volunteer Centre.
When the charity first opened, Mary single-handedly met with over 500 potential volunteers and
there was never an outreach event that wasn’t too much for her to attend.
Thank you Mary, for brightening our Volunteer Centre and our lives. We all miss you terribly and
wish you the very, very best in Ireland!
Volunteer Centre Quality Accreditation (VCQA)
Havering Volunteer Centre recently achieved a VCQA which is awarded by the National Council
for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO).
This is no mean feat to achieve. There are only 100 Volunteer Centres achieving this accreditation
out of 324 Volunteer Centres nationally, making HVC one of the 100 club!
There were five core strands to the VCQA with a total of sixteen elements, the core strands being:




Strategic Development of Volunteering
Developing Volunteering Opportunities
Good Practice Development




Voice of Volunteering
Brokerage

By Havering Volunteer Centre achieving this accreditation it puts us into a different league. It
evidences our ability to not only work to but achieve an excellent standard of service delivery
“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.” — Winston
Churchill
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across multifaceted areas including key stakeholders, multiple sectors and the community in which
we serve. Demonstrating that we serve to increase the awareness of volunteering, reduce any
perceived barriers between individuals and organisations and continuously being the campaigning
voice of volunteering.
We are really proud to have achieved such a prestigious accreditation, notwithstanding in such a
short operational time but proving that what we deliver is of a high quality standard with very
limited resources, minimal personnel and the ability to maintain our service whilst obtaining the
VCQA.
What does the future hold?
Our aim is to continue to foster and maintain effective relationships with a range of voluntary,
community and statutory organisations and groups. We will continue to promote equality and
challenge discrimination and ensure diversity and inclusion in all aspects of our duties.
Funding is always at the forefront and without funding we cannot survive.
If there was no Havering Volunteer Centre those 2550 individuals who have registered an interest
over the last few years would not have ventured into volunteering and may struggle as to what
direction to take.
This Way?

That Way?

Which Way?

What Way?

The impact that HVC has made has been phenomenal, the testimonials we have received
evidences this time and time again. With our help volunteering has transformed lives, not only the
lives of those volunteering but the lives of those who have been touched by a volunteer.
Volunteers add value to charities in so many ways! They often act as an ambassador that raises
awareness about many causes as well as raising the profile of the organisation they volunteer with.
They build relationships on behalf of the organisation within the community and of course more
importantly help deliver services and projects.
The power of volunteering is incredible, regular everyday individuals coming together to do
something unbelievable for the community.
Everyday someone in Havering is touched by a volunteer, whether that be when visiting one of
Havering’s 10 libraries, visiting a Barking, Havering & Redbridge University Trust Hospital or
helping in a community space, emergency service, hospice or advice and information advocate.
Having a central hub like the Havering Volunteer Centre is key to connecting communities and
local organisations and groups.
We are the cushion around the voluntary sector, here for all your volunteering needs, whether that
be with the recruitment and retention of volunteers, policies or management of volunteers and if we
can help you, we always will.
So support us to continue to support others because a borough without a volunteer centre is like
the body without a heart.
Best Regards
Shelley Hart - CEO
“Volunteers are love in motion!” – Author Unknown
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Chair of Trustees Report
Havering Volunteer Centre has had yet another impressive year of operation, achieving highly
sought after awards such as a Team London award, Deputy Mayor of London Mark Ryder’s
endorsement for outstanding contribution to voluntary service and the Volunteer Centre Quality
Accreditation standard.
We feel extremely lucky to have maintained the continued support of Havering Council’s
Community Development and Resilience Team, which has enabled us to sustain the outstanding
operations of HVC in the borough and I would like to thank them by recognising the importance of
having a Volunteer Centre in Havering.
Like so many, funding plays such a pivotal role in many organisations and we are no different.
What is important to HVC is that we do not lose our identity or dilute the service we provide by
diversifying too far from our core values just to seek the funding.
We believe in everything we campaign and we stand firm in the continued direction of HVC, the
services we offer are unique and bespoke to both organisations and those wishing to volunteer,
this making us stand out against any other London Borough Volunteer Centre.
Take Volunteers Week for instance, we know that Havering Volunteer Centre stands out in the way
the volunteers are rewarded and recognised in the borough. Many other voluntary organisations
and London Borough Volunteer Centres host thank you events for their own in house volunteers.
What sets HVC out from the rest is that we don’t just focus on our own volunteers, we want to
celebrate every individual volunteer in Havering and reward and recognise as many as we can and
whole heartedly thank them for their continued commitment and dedication to voluntary services,
year in and year out.
2017 saw a record 700 volunteers rewarded and recognised, each receiving a certificate, a goody
bag, afternoon tea and Thorntons chocolates. What was Havering Volunteer Centre’s gain from
this? Seeing the pure joy on the faces of those being thanked for what they do in the community is
enough.
We believe this is what a Volunteer Centre should be about, celebrating every volunteer, helping
every organisation, community and faith group and supporting everyone into volunteering.
HVC is a greatly undervalued but mighty charity in Havering. We support front line organisations
such as St Francis Hospice, First Step, Havering Mind, Age UK, NHS to name a few, not only with
their volunteering needs and requirements but with advice, governance and supporting any
fundraising campaigns where possible. Proving that the HVC isn’t just there for its own gain but
there to support and assist organisations we partner in as many ways possible because just like
us, we absolutely believe in what they offer the community.
The Volunteer Centre will continue to provide the very best for the London Borough of Havering,
for all those who serve in it and make the community what it is today.
All the Best
Simon Mackenzie – Chair of Trustees
“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to
improve the world.” –Anne Frank
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Treasurer of Trustees Report
HVC has had a resounding year and achieved incredible results, this also encompasses the
charities finances.
In ongoing times of austerity Havering Volunteer Centre has budgeted well and endeavoured to
become more economical and resourceful with attitudes to spending and income generating.
Havering Volunteer Centre was very fortunate in 2016/17 to have all vacant office space occupied
in Community Reach House by other local charities and organisations, which in turn assisted with
income generation. This year HVC lost two of its occupants which impacted on the charities
revenue but nevertheless have continued to maintain high service delivery.
The London Borough of Havering has been the principle funder with the organisation receiving
£56,272 per annum.
HVC like most charities throughout the country, are always striving to secure additional funding but
have found this an arduous task with all of the larger grant applications being unsuccessful. This is
largely due to HVC being identified as a second tier charity.
However, the trustees are determined to persevere because we believe in the services delivered
and the impact HVC is having on the community.
Despite the funding hurdles Havering Volunteer Centre has faced we are pleased to say that the
Trustees, Staff and Volunteers have continued to provide a first class service to our partner
agencies and service users.
The financial year 2017/18 have seen HVC bring in an income of £93,179 with an expenditure of
£88,063 leaving a remaining £5,116 to be carried forward.
This gives HVC unrestricted reserves carried forward of £37,132 and £4,258 of restricted funds.
It saddens me to report that, at the time of this meeting, our principal funding for the financial year
2019/20 is unsecure and whilst the London Borough of Havering Community Development and
Resilience Team completely understand and support the work of Havering Volunteer Centre, they
are not in a position to guarantee the principal funding going forward.
If Havering Volunteer Centre is unsuccessful in securing the principal funding from the London
Borough of Havering the charity will sadly have to wind down its operations from April 2019.
The Board of Trustees, Staff and Volunteers believe the service provided by HVC is of significant
financial and social benefit to the Borough of Havering and I personally hope to be able to bring
you this report in the coming years.
Finally, I would like to thank the CEO, Havering Volunteer Centre team and my fellow Trustees for
their continued support, dedication and belief in the HVC’s core values.
Long may this worthwhile cause continue.
Simon Power – Treasurer of Trustees
“Even if you just change one life, you’ve changed the world forever.” – Mike
Satterfield
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Volunteering and the Benefits
Havering Volunteer Centre often advocates the benefits of volunteering to both the individual
and the organisations.
Here is what people are saying about volunteering and HVC:

“Until the Volunteer Centre found me
this gardening role, I felt really lost, they
gave me a sense of purpose again”

“The Volunteer Centre changed my
life, they opened doors and gave me
possibilities I had never dreamed of”

“The opportunities are endless, I haven’t
looked back since visiting the Volunteer
Centre”

“I don’t just love my volunteering role,
I love my volunteering family!”

“I just love giving back to my
community”
“Becoming a volunteer at HVC is the
best thing I have done and wish I had
done it sooner”

“Voluntary services like ours would not
survive without the Volunteer Centre”

“Without the support of HVC one of our
charity shops would have closed, keep
up the good work”

“HVC provides us with regular support
and advice, the service they provide is
invaluable to our organisation”
“I often bring my clients with support
needs to the centre, I am amazed at how
professional, welcoming and
knowledgeable everyone is. They are so
considerate to everyone’s needs and
abilities, Well Done!”

“I really didn’t want to commit to a
long term volunteering role but the
Volunteer Centre gave me the chance
to join them as an ambassador. Not
only do I feel amazing to be an
ambassador but I also get to
volunteer when it suits me”

“I am recovering from a mental
breakdown and trying to regain some
confidence, the team at the Volunteer
Centre were amazing, so kind and
patient and helped me every step of
the way”

“HVC’s volunteer ‘matching’ service is
extremely useful, they provide a quality
service between the local community
and organisations”

“Havering Volunteer Centre really
helped me when setting up my charity.
They provided templates of all the
supporting documents I would need,
just a fantastic service!”

“What we have done for ourselves alone dies with us; what we have done for others
and the world remains and is immortal.” – Albert Pike
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Our Impact
Evidencing tangible results lies at the heart of our service. Measuring our impact is essential as it
informs our funders and service users about the effectiveness of our work, not only to show
value for money but more importantly, to be accountable. It helps us know what works well so
we can use that evidence to continuously improve our services.
Many of the individuals we support have challenging or complex needs which means we adapt
to suit the individual.

68% of the 2550 volunteers registered with
Havering Volunteer Centre have disclosed a
mental health condition, with the conditions
listed are the highest represented.
Of the percentage shown 52% stated finding a
volunteering placement as being part of their
road to recovery, with 47% of these going on to
secure a volunteering placement.
10% disclosed a period of hospitalisation
through mental ill health, with many requiring
ongoing assistance from Support Workers.
Meeting with individuals on a one to one basis,
in a relaxed informal setting allows for free
flowing discussions we have found that this is
the best approach to really understanding
individual needs.
Too often we hear how those who are
experiencing mental health imbalances feel
stigmatised.
This in many situations leaves them feeling unsure of what volunteering roles or volunteering
organisations are right for them.
Feedback HVC have received from both individuals and support workers is that they have felt
reassured that what is being offered to them suits their exact needs and requirements with
many feeling relieved that our advisors understood and were tuned in to what it is they are
experiencing.

“It’s nice to be important, but it’s more important to be nice.” – Author Unknown
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Under 18’s and Havering Volunteer Centre

HVC is seeing an increase in
younger residents wishing to
volunteer their time.
A common reason for this is that
they are completing their Duke
of Edinburgh award or they are
thinking ahead to their careers
and what life and work
experiences they require and
seeking out volunteering as
grounds to start from.
Currently from the 250
organisations and groups that
we work with only 4 will accept
volunteers aged 13-15 with one
being only if they are completing
a Duke of Edinburgh award.
A further 10 organisations will engage with 16-18 year olds but only in specific volunteering
roles, such as retail, catering or meeting and greeting.
With only 14 organisations engaging with these age ranges it demonstrates a need for VIOs
in Havering to re- think how to engage volunteers who are under 18.
HVC regularly campaigns about engaging younger volunteers at its bi-monthly Volunteer
Managers Forum and when meeting with new organisations.
We believe if you capture the heart and the passion of an individual when they are young,
you keep them volunteering for life and would encourage all organisations to consider
welcoming a younger element to your services.
Ex-Offenders and Havering Volunteer Centre

Over the last year Havering Volunteer Centre have been working alongside probation services,
engaging with ex-offenders to enhance their skills, begin volunteering and strengthen community
cohesion.
HVC has really had to adapt it services and work very closely with probation, carrying out risk
assessments and developing the right volunteering placement for the individual.
It has become apparent that there are many hurdles in place for those with a DBS disclosure and
we are finding organisations refusing to accept a volunteer with any form of disclosure even
though our organisation has carried our vigorous risk assessments. We find this extremely
disheartening for the individual we are engaging with because we often hear ‘I just want a
chance’ and we continue to champion to find those chances.
Despite this we have successfully placed 3 ex-offenders into long-term volunteering roles both
organisation and volunteer are happy and fulfilled.
“Kindness, like a boomerang, always returns.” – Author Unknown
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Why Havering Volunteer Centre is Needed
HVC is the charities charity. We are here to serve other local charities and community groups in
all areas of volunteer involving needs. We support and advocate your services to the thousands
of individuals we meet, we believe in your services and support any activities and fundraising
aims of your organisation. There aren’t many organisations out there that could say they actively
support another charities aims like we do!
Our mission is to support organisations with their volunteering requirements and to support those
wishing to volunteer.
We know that by having a Volunteer Centre like us in the borough dramatically improves your
volunteering recruitment and retention, cuts the organisations time being spent on actively
seeking volunteers and aids and alleviates any volunteering issues or queries that may arise.
Having a Volunteer Centre like ours also helps those individuals in the borough who know they
want to do something but just don’t know what that something is. This is where our knowledge of
your organisations really comes into its own and we can assist in finding them the right
volunteering match with you.
HVC works in tandem with many services in Havering, receiving client referrals from Probation
Services, Shaw Trust, Westminster Drug Project, North East London Foundation Trust (NELFT),
LBH Works Team, Richmond Fellowship and Department for Works and Pensions.
Working with these agencies HVC assists with either their client recovery or progression
journeys, this forming an element of Social Prescribing, with our organisation providing a local
non-clinical service. HVC recognises that people’s health is determined primarily by a range of
social, economic and environmental factors with volunteering used as a method of social
prescribing seeking to address people’s needs in a holistic way aiming to support individuals to
take greater control of their own health.
We know that by accessing volunteering as a form of Social Prescribing it can lead to a range of
positive health and well-being outcomes. Recent studies have shown improvements in areas
such as quality of life, emotional well-being, mental health well-being, anxiety and depression.
By engaging volunteers to help local organisations and services we know that its a revenue
saving on the borough’s economy. Greater London Volunteering (GLV) states a volunteer’s
hourly saving rate at £13ph and we have used this to calculate how much our placed volunteers
have saved the economy of Havering.
Havering Volunteer Centre have placed 668 known
volunteers. We know that on average one volunteer will
complete 7 hours of volunteering over 1 week.
Using GLV’s calculation 668 volunteers have saved

£3,160,976
Those are just the volunteers that have confirmed their placements via
our follow up process.

“Wherever there is a human being, there is an opportunity for a kindness.” – Seneca
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Community Connections
The volunteer centre is not only a place for volunteering but a community hub and hive of
information.
We live by our mantra, “if we can help, we will and if we can’t, we will find someone who can.”
This means that anyone who visits HVC with a question will never leave without an answer or
being directed to someone who can help.
We also believe in creating a safe, community space and access for all combating real social
and community issues.
Over the past few years HVC has played host to a whole range of activities, such as an advice
and information drop in hub for Age UK, outreach point for Women’s Refuge, Di’s Diamonds
Coffee Morning Venue, London Borough of Havering Regeneration Consultation Point, office
for British Red Cross, Lightbulb Employment Workshop, Tesco Recruitment Drive, LBH Works
CV Workshop amongst various training programmes such as DBS workshops, GDPR
Training, First Aid and Volunteer Management.
Our offices are light, airy and accessible making it a popular venue, with transport access from
all areas of the borough.
Members of the public often enter the building with a whole host of queries and the team at
Havering Volunteer Centre endeavour to assist.
From engaging with the community and becoming a hub we have been able to make direct
referrals to other agencies such as Age UK to aid isolation, Peabody for Benefit Advice,
Citizens Advice for Debt Guidance as well as providing information about local dementia
services, where to get orange sacks and even how to register a death or for school
placements.
By creating a hub like the HVC we are able to map what services the community are enquiring
about and are able to feed that back to relevant department.
The Volunteer Centre receives on average 70 enquires a month, with between 40 regarding
volunteering and the rest regarding local information.
HVC is the eyes and the ears of the borough, listening to community issues and assisting in
any way we can.

““The work an unknown good man has done is like a vein of water flowing hidden
underground, secretly making the ground green.” – Thomas Carlyle
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Statistics
Age Range of Volunteers Registered
2017/18







124
135
182
138
73

prefer not to say
Under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44







44
37
43
82
29

45-54
55-64
65-69
70-74
75+

Gender of Volunteers Registered
2017/18





562 Females
289 Males
36 Prefer not to say
Disability Declaration 2017/18





609 declared a disability
195 declared no disability
83 choosing not to disclose

Volunteering Borough Residency Trends
2017/18

306 residents who registered with
HVC during 2017/18 resided in
the Romford area with a further,
201 from Rainham and Elm Park,
82 from Upminster and Cranham,
73 from Hornchurch and Gidea
Park, 72 from Collier Row and
Noak Hill, 43 from Harold Hill and
Harold Wood, 37 from Rush
Green, 44 did not disclose their
location and 29 registered who
reside out of the borough.
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“Volunteers spread sunshine” – Author Unknown

Havering Volunteer Centres Branding
It saddens us that on the rare occasion we hear ‘I didn’t know there was a Volunteer
Centre in Havering’ and although we will never combat that saying, we can go a long way
in trying too.
One way we have tried to do this, is to get people talking about our colour scheme and
our bumblebee.
Volunteer Centres nationally use a logo that is deemed instantly recognisable:

and we agree, most people that see this logo will identify it with a Volunteer Centre but
we are different to most Volunteer Centres by the unique service we provide and decided
to be unique in the logo we use.
We believe that we stand out against the rest not only by sticking true to our values and
service delivery but overall approach to volunteering, which is why we launched our brand
new logo:

We want to stand out not only for our service but by the way we are represented and
identified in the community which is how our ‘Bee a Volunteer Campaign’ began its
journey.
Organisations use mascots or key identifiable markers to make themselves instantly
recognisable, take St Francis Hospice, they have their orange branding and sunflower,
Marie Curie has their daffodil, Dementia UK with the forget me not and First Step the
supporting arms around the children.
HVC wanted to create something that stood true to what volunteering was about but also
making the HVC and volunteering instantly recognisable.
The bumblebee design was created to represent the work of the volunteer in the
community. The humble bumblebee is the life blood of the eco-system and without them
many organisms couldn’t survive.
Just like the humble bumblebee, volunteers are the life blood of the voluntary sector and
without them many organisations wouldn’t be able to deliver their services and just like
the bumblebee needs their hive, a volunteer needs their Volunteer Centre.
So next time you see a bumblebee going about its work, think of the hundreds of
volunteers that go out each day and go about their work volunteering.
“There’s nothing stronger than the heart of a volunteer” – James Doolittle
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Future Plans
The sustainability of HVC is at the forefront of our plans, with external grants and funding
becoming increasingly further from our reach, we have been looking into ways of increasing our
income to make HVC a sustainable resource in the community.
Going forward we will be looking into coproduction avenues and partnership working with other
local organisations formalising joint ventures to bring in joint revenues that has the Havering
community at heart.
January 2019 will see the launch of a brand new fundraising calendar for Havering Volunteer
Centre. The aim is to bring in revenues to keep HVC operational, developing and enhancing the
services provided and to also tackle real local issues along the way combatting social isolation,
reducing marginalisation and creating a welcoming environment for all.
Long may we continue to be the beating heart of the voluntary sector!

We Need To Say Thank You
Thank you as always to every single volunteer who has donated their gift of time to Havering
Volunteer Centre, your skills, expertise and input has been exemplary and without each and every
one of you, HVC could not be offering the service that it does – Thank you!
Havering Volunteer Centre would like to thank again the London Borough of Havering Community
Development and Resilience Team for their continued support of the Volunteer Centre, we hope to
continue working with you for the foreseeable future.
Also a thank you to the external funders and sponsors that we have received over the past year:

Thank you to the regular volunteer gardeners, Keith, Tom and Eddie for keeping the Garden for
the Blind a beautiful thriving sanctuary throughout 2017-18.
A huge thank you to Gary Walters and his training team at Network Rail for joining us on their
Employer Supported Volunteering days to help maintain the Garden for the Blind and deliver the
Volunteers Reward and Recognition days.
It goes without saying how grateful we are to former Mayor of Havering Linda Van den Hende for
also seeing the value of Havering Volunteer Centre and championing our cause during her time as
Mayor.
Thank you to all those we have worked with over the past year and thank you to all the volunteers
who have given their time to the borough.
“Life is short. Do stuff that matters” – Author Unknown
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Havering Volunteer Centre

@Havering_VC

www.haveringvc.org.uk

volunteering@haveringvc.org.uk

